Oxyanions in perovskites: from superconductors to solid oxide fuel cells
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In this article we review work on oxyanion (carbonate, borate, nitrate, phosphate, sulphate, silicate) doping in perovskite materials beginning with early work on doping studies in superconducting cuprates, and extending to more recent work on doping into perovskite-type solid oxide fuel cell materials. In this doping strategy, the central atom of the oxyanion group occupies the perovskite B cation site, with the associated oxide ions filling 3 (carbonate, nitrate, borate) or 4 (phosphate, sulphate, silicate) of the available 6 anion sites around this site, albeit displaced so as to achieve the required geometry for the oxyanion. We highlight the potential of this doping strategy to prepare new systems, stabilize phases that cannot be prepared under ambient pressure conditions, and lead to modifications to the electronic and ionic conductivity. We also highlight the need for further work in this area, in particular to evaluate the carbonate content of perovskite phases in general.

Introduction

Perovskite oxide systems have attracted great interest due to the wide range of applications shown by materials with this structure type, including superconductivity, colossal magnetoresistance, ionic conduction, magnetism, dielectric properties, catalytic properties. The general formula, ABO$_{3-x}$, somewhat masks the huge number of materials that adopt this structure, and a large variation of elements have been reported on the large A and small B cation sites in this structure. An important concept in determining whether a perovskite oxide will form and the nature of any distortions from the ideal cubic symmetry, is the tolerance factor which relates the radii of the A, B site and oxide ions (eqn (1))

$$t = \frac{r_A + r_\text{O}}{\sqrt{2}(r_B + r_\text{O})}$$

For an ideal undistorted cubic perovskite, $t = 1$; for values lower than 1, typically tilting of the octahedra is observed to accommodate the fact that the B cation is too large. For $t$ values >1, the B cation is too small, and this can either lead to off-centre displacements, as in BaTiO$_3$, or a change to a so-called hexagonal perovskite, which has some face-sharing of the BO$_6$ octahedra. While there have been a huge number of reports on new perovskite phases, typically research has focused on B cation sizes in the range 0.5–0.9 Å, due to the above size requirements predicted by the tolerance factor equation.
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The perovskite structure experienced a dramatic increase in interest following the discovery of superconductivity in perovskite and related cuprate systems in 1986. One of the interesting consequences of this renewed interest in perovskites was a number of observations that the structure could accommodate significant levels of \( \text{CO}_3^{2-} \) on the B cation site, for example the layered perovskites, \( \text{Ba}_{3-x}\text{Sr}_x\text{CuO}_2\text{CO}_3 \) were identified. This was a surprising result, since from the above B cation size discussion, carbon might be expected to be too small to be accommodated on the B cation site in the perovskite structure.

Since these early discoveries, a number of studies have been performed investigating carbonate incorporation in perovskite cuprates, and extending to other transition metal containing perovskite systems. One issue with these carbonate containing systems, however, has been their generally low thermal stability, and hence the control of the level of carbonate in the material is difficult. Consequently other more thermally stable oxyanion species have been examined and shown to be accommodated in the perovskite structure, including borate, as well as tetrahedral oxyanions such as phosphate, sulphate. Nominally in all these systems, the central atom of the oxyanion group can be viewed as occupying the perovskite B cation site, with the associated oxide ions filling 3 (carbonate, nitrate, borate) or 4 (phosphate, sulphate, silicate) of the available 6 anion sites around this site, albeit displaced so as to achieve the required geometry for the oxyanion.

In this article, we will review the work performed on oxyanion doping in perovskite systems, beginning with the work on cuprate superconductors, extending to perovskites containing other transition metals, and finishing with recent work showing potential applications of such oxyanion doped systems in solid oxide fuel cells.

**Oxyanions in cuprate superconductors**

The Nobel Prize winning work identifying superconductivity in the La–Ba–Cu–O system, by Bednorz and Müller led to many advances in perovskite and related materials, including the discovery of the 1st material to superconduct above 77 K, \( \text{YBa}_2\text{Cu}_3\text{O}_{7-x} \). Since these initial discoveries of high temperature superconductivity in copper oxide systems numerous modified superconducting cuprates have been synthesised. One of the most unusual results from these studies was the observation that carbonate and other oxyanions could be accommodated into the perovskite structure. The first reported carbonate containing cuprate perovskite was \( \text{Sr}_2\text{CuO}_2\text{CO}_3 \) (Fig. 1) reported by Schnering et al. in 1988 with Babu et al. in 1991 determining the crystal structure, illustrating the accommodation of layers of carbonate groups (with associated C–O bond lengths of 1.22–1.30 Å) between the \( \text{CuO}_2 \) layers. The \( \text{Sr} \) can be substituted by Ba with the solid solution \( \text{Sr}_{2-x}\text{Ba}_x\text{CuO}_2\text{CO}_3 \) being reported. However while this material possesses the \( \text{CuO}_2 \) layer characteristically required for superconductivity in cuprate systems it is not superconducting due to lack of mixed valency. However, it is possible to introduce superconductivity on appropriate doping, for example, partially substituting the \( \text{CO}_3^{2-} \) groups with \( \text{BO}_3^{3-} \) groups is...
effective for injecting holes into the CuO$_2$ layers to make Sr$_2$CuO$_2$(CO$_3$)$_{1-x}$(BO$_3$)$_x$ superconducting with a $T_c$ of 35 K for $x = 0.15$. The complete replacement of carbonate by borate has also been reported: the compound LaBaCu$_2$O$_2$BO$_3$ is isostructural with alternating layers of CuO$_2$ and BO$_3$ groups. Both the carbonate and borate groups have appropriate geometry (Fig. 1) to be incorporated in such layered cuprates, where long “bonds” can form between the Cu atoms and the oxygen atoms of the carbonate group. The fact that Cu$^{2+}$ is a Jahn Teller ion also probably helps to accommodate this long “bond”.

The unexpected ability of perovskite systems to incorporate carbonate is also highlighted by the early work on the Y$_2$O$_3$-BaCO$_3$ phase diagram. This phase diagram attracted huge interest following the observation of superconductivity above liquid nitrogen temperatures in the system. In the initial and subsequent work preparing this system, two potential impurities were identified: Y$_2$BaCuO$_2$ and the so-called “Ba$_2$YCu$_2$O$_7$” phase. The latter is a perovskite system and was assumed to be a simple perovskite oxide with Ba on the A cation site and Y, Cu on the B cation site. However, neutron diffraction studies showed the presence of short distances (∼1.3 Å) to O around one of the B cation sites consistent with the presence of carbonate. Moreover attempts to synthesize this phase from oxide starting materials in a CO$_2$ free atmosphere were unsuccessful, and it was concluded that this system was a non-stoichiometric carbonate containing perovskite phase, Ba$_4$YCu$_{2+x}$O$_{6.5-y}$[CO$_3$]$_{2-x}$. The structure shows Y, Cu, CO$_3$ ordering leading to an expanded $\sqrt{2}a_p \times \sqrt{2}a_p \times 2c_p$ perovskite cell (Fig. 2).

Without the presence of carbonate, an alternative cubic perovskite, Ba$_4$YCu$_{2+z}$O$_{6.5+y}$, is formed which has ordering of Y and Cu in the B cation sites. A similar compound can be prepared with Ca in place of Y. Further work, examining the effect of rare earth (RE) size, showed that a difference was observed for smaller rare earths (e.g. Sc). In this case, a different cell ($2a_p \times 2c_p \times c_p$ cell (Fig. 3)) was observed for high carbonate contents. This latter structure has RE–O–RE linkages as well as RE–O–Cu linkages unlike the RE = Y material which only has the RE–O–Cu linkages. The different observed structures on changing the rare earth cation size was explained by the strain introduced by the difference in the bond lengths of the RE–O–RE and Cu–O–Cu units, such that for rare earths larger than Sc$^{3+}$, too much strain was introduced in the Cu–O bond length. In all these systems, the rare earth is in an ideal 6 coordinate perovskite site, while oxide ion vacancies and the carbonate groups are only located neighbouring the Cu, which initially suggested that it was the Cu that was vital for the accommodation of the carbonate in the structure (attributed to the fact that Cu$^{2+}$ is a Jahn Teller ion, which could accommodate the distortion associated with the long “bond” from Cu to the O in the carbonate group).

Following these initial observations, there was a great deal of interest in the incorporation of carbonate in cuprate superconductors. Such studies showed that CO$_3^{2-}$ could also be accommodated in the “square planar Cu” sites in the superconductor, YBa$_2$Cu$_3$O$_{7-x}$. Furthermore, an interesting result in this area was the observation that while the Sr analogue of this system, YSr$_2$Cu$_3$O$_{7-x}$ could only be prepared via a high pressure synthesis route, the phase could be synthesized at ambient pressure by carbonate incorporation. This may be related to the introduction of carbonate helping to relieve the local strain within the CuO$_2$ layers due to the smaller size of Sr compared to Ba. Subsequent work showed that NO$_3^-$ groups could also be introduced into this system in place of CO$_3^{2-}$.

One issue with both carbonate and nitrate incorporation is, however, the difficulty in controlling the carbonate/nitrate incorporation.
content, with loss as CO$_2$/NO$_2$ possible on synthesis due to the relatively low thermal stability. Consequently in many syntheses of such doped systems, sealed tubes were employed to avoid this loss and so allow better control of the stoichiometry of the compound. As a result of this thermal instability, other more thermally stable oxyanions have been examined in Y(Sr/Ba)$_2$Cu$_3$O$_{7-x}$, including BO$_3^{3-}$, PO$_4^{3-}$, SO$_4^{2-}$. The borate anion has the same geometry as carbonate, and most of the systems shown to accommodate carbonate were also shown to be able to accommodate borate.$^{20-22}$ The introduction of the tetrahedral oxyanions, sulphate and phosphate, proved a further interesting development, with now a different coordination for the oxyanion. The first work on these tetrahedral oxyanions showed that they too could stabilize the Sr analogue of the oxyanion. The first work on these tetrahedral oxyanions, sulphate and phosphate, proved a further interesting development, with now a different coordination for the oxyanion. The first work on these tetrahedral oxyanions showed that they too could stabilize the Sr analogue of YBa$_2$Cu$_3$O$_{7-\delta}$. This initial work reported the synthesis of YSr$_2$Cu$_2$(PO$_4$_)$_2$0.25x, which by doping with Ca to give a composition of Y$_{0.7}$Ca$_{0.3}$Sr$_2$CuO$_2$(PO$_4$)$_0.25$ showed superconductivity at 37 K with the sulphate equivalent showing superconductivity within the range of 45–60 K.$^{23-25}$ The sulphate and phosphate groups were accommodated into the Cu sites between the Cu$_2$O$_2$ layers, with TEM studies indicating evidence for clustering of the sulphate groups into chains. Phosphate and sulphate were also shown to be accommodated in YBa$_2$Cu$_3$O$_{7-x}$ giving similar superconducting properties.$^{26,27}$ These oxyanions were also shown to be able to take the place of carbonate in the Ba$_2$YCux$_{1-x}$O$_2$(CO$_3$)$_y$ systems producing compounds such as Ba$_2$YCu$_{1.75}$Sr$_{0.25}$(SO$_4$)$_0.5$.$^{28}$

Further carbonate doping work investigated a range of alternative superconducting cuprate systems, and it was shown that carbonate could also be incorporated into other layered superconducting cuprates, such as (Cu, C)Ba$_2$Ca$_3$Cu$_4$O$_{11+\delta}$, which has a high $T_c$ of 117 K.$^{29-32}$ This example is another case of the observation of unexpected carbonate stabilisation, since the discovery originated from the attempt to prepare an Ag containing analogue of a Hg based superconductor. This phase represents the highest $T_c$ for a sample not containing a toxic metal, such as Hg, Tl, and moreover the toxic metal, such as Hg, Tl, and moreover the T

Moving away from copper

Following on from work in the superconducting area there has been significant interest in extending such doping strategies to perovskites containing other transition metals such as Mn, Fe and Co. This work has generally focused on carbonate and borate incorporation. In these systems, due to the short bond lengths and rigidity of the triangular CO$_3$/BO$_3$ groups, it is necessary for the transition metal to compensate. As for Cu,$^{31}$ the Jahn Teller nature of Mn$^{3+}$ readily allows for the accommodation of the distortion associated with this long “bond” to the O in the carbonate/borate group. The first manganese oxy-carbonate Sr$_2$Mn$_4$CO$_3$O$_{10}$ was reported by Caignaert et al. in 1995$^{33}$ with the introduction of borate being investigated at a later date giving compounds with the general formula Sr$_x$Mn$_{1+\delta}$B$_{1-x}$O$_{10}$. The structure consists of a perovskite-type matrix Sr$_x$Mn$_{1+\delta}$O$_{10}$ built up from corner sharing MnO$_6$ pyramids; the latter is deduced from the stoichiometric perovskite structure by removing one infinite row of MnO$_6$ octahedra out of five/four in an ordered way. This results in large tunnels running through the structure which are occupied by the carbonate or borate groups. Due to the close relationships between the two structures it is also possible to incorporate both the carbonate and borate groups in the same structure with the general formula Sr$_x$(Mn$_{3+\delta}$B$_{1-x}$O$_{5+\delta}$)O$_{16}$. Compounds with $x \approx 0.2–0.3$ could be synthesised with XRD analysis showing patterns closely related to that of the parent compounds.$^{34}$

Further work has demonstrated carbonate incorporation in perovskite related Ruddlesden Popper systems. Ruddlesden Popper phases have the general formula A$_n$Ba$_{n+1}$O$_{3n+1}$, and their structures may be classed as an intergrowth of rock salt and perovskite layers. A system that can accommodate CO$_3^{2-}$ groups is Sr$_2$Fe$_3$O$_{10}$ producing compounds with the general formula Sr$_x$Fe$_{2+\delta}$(CO$_3$)$_{3+\delta}$O$_{10}$ (Fig. 4). In this case, the presence of carbonate [with its’ lower coordination number (3) compared to Fe (6)] leads to a reduction in the total oxygen content and hence a reduction in the average Fe oxidation state (from $4^+$ ($x = 0$) to $3^+$ ($x = 1$)), which may be one factor in helping to stabilise these systems.
positions such as Sr4Fe1.5Mn0.5O6CO3.59 Co-doping with chromium achieved, partial substitution has been observed to give compositions such as Sr4Fe1.5Mn0.5O6CO3.59 Co-doping with chromium, nickel and cobalt, has also been reported, although in these cases, small impurities have been detected as secondary phases.60,61 In addition, the complete replacement of Fe by Co has also been achieved to give the n = 3 Ruddlesden Popper phase, Sr4Co2(CO3)O5.86, while an n = 2 and n = 3 intergrowth phase, Sr2Co4(CO3)O11.36 has also been reported.52,61 The complete replacement of Fe by Sc has also been reported, producing a material with the formula Sr8Sc2O6CO3.61

A hexagonal Co based perovskite containing carbonate has also been reported. This phase, Ba4Co2O6(CO3)0.6 adopts the 2H perovskite structure, consisting of an ordered intergrowth of Ba2CoO2 and BaCO3.64 A Ru based hexagonal perovskite containing carbonate has also been prepared. The system was found from investigations into 6H-Ba3Ru2NaO9.65 These studies showed that the attempted synthesis of this phase via standard solid state reaction led to the incorporation of CO32− partially in place of Ru. Another system where the presence of carbonate was subsequently identified in the attempted synthesis of an oxide system was for Ba3Nb2O6. In this work, the presence of both carbonate and water was shown, with the exact composition varying with the synthesis conditions.66 The above work, therefore, highlights again the care that is needed in characterising perovskite systems, and the consideration that is needed in terms of possible carbonate incorporation.

**New horizons: oxyanions in solid oxide fuel cell materials**

As detailed above, a large number of perovskite systems have been shown to be able to accommodate oxyanions, such as carbonate, borate, sulphate, phosphate. However, with the exception of Sr4Sc2O6CO3, all this earlier work focused on transition metal systems and indeed the observed ordering in systems such as Ba4RECu2+O2−(CO3)n (RE = rare earth), where the oxyanions were only found coordinated to Cu, suggested that these oxyanions were preferentially accommodated neighbouring transition metals. In order to investigate this oxyanion doping strategy in more detail, and to determine potential applications of these dopants in other technologically important systems, our group has recently been examining oxyanion doping in solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) materials. Solid Oxide Fuel Cells have been attracting significant interest for stationary power applications, due to their high efficiencies, and low greenhouse gas emissions compared to conventional power generation. They operate at elevated temperatures (500–1000 °C), which offers benefits in terms of fuel flexibility (hydrogen or hydrocarbons) and lower cost materials (non-precious metal electrodes) compared to lower temperature fuel cells (e.g. polymer electrolyte fuel cells). All components (anode, electrolyte, cathode) are solid state materials, with perovskite materials offering a great interest for applications in all these components.67 In terms of the electrolyte, doped Ba2In2O5 has attracted interest from a number of researchers. Undoped Ba2In2O5 adopts the brownmillerite structure, an anion vacancy ordered variant of the perovskite structure. The oxygen vacancy ordering results in a structure containing alternating layers of InOx octahedra and InOx tetrahedra, and hence rather low oxide ion conductivity at low temperatures. At
higher temperatures, disordering of the vacancies occurs leading to a discontinuous jump in oxide ion conductivity by more than an order of magnitude at \( \approx 930 \, ^\circ\text{C} \).\textsuperscript{68} As a result, there have been a large number of doping studies aimed at stabilising the highly conducting high temperature structure to lower temperatures. Traditionally this has been achieved through doping with cations of similar size, e.g. La for Ba, Zr for In,\textsuperscript{67} with no prior reports of oxyanion incorporation. Therefore, in order to investigate the potential of oxyanion doping in SOFC materials, our initial work focused on the possible incorporation of phosphate, sulphate doping into Ba\(_2\)In\(_2\)O\(_5\). Phosphate and sulphate were chosen as for electrolyte applications high temperature sintering is required, which requires a significant degree of thermal stability. This work showed that the incorporation of up to 15% phosphate or sulphate on the In site was possible.\textsuperscript{69} Moreover, this doping strategy led to the conversion from an ordered brownmillerite-type structure to a disordered perovskite-type. Accompanying this change, there was a significant increase in the oxide ion conductivity at temperatures \(<800 \, ^\circ\text{C}\), with measurements in wet atmospheres giving a further enhancement in conductivity due to a protonic contribution (thus for Ba\(_2\)In\(_{1.6}\)P\(_{0.2}\)O\(_{5.2}\) a bulk conductivity approaching \(10^{-3} \, \text{S cm}^{-1}\) was observed at 400 °C in wet N\(_2\)) (Fig. 5). The proton conduction is due to water incorporation into the remaining oxide ion vacancies according to the below defect equation (Kröger–Vink notation).

\[
O_{x}^{+} + V_{0}^{-} + H_{2}O \leftrightarrow 2OH_{x}^{+}
\]  

(2)

NMR and Raman spectroscopy studies confirmed the presence of PO\(_{4}^{3-}\) and SO\(_{4}^{2-}\) groups. This was further confirmed from a determination of the B cation site occupancies from structure refinements of X-ray powder diffraction data, although due to the presence of both In and P/S on the site and the likely distribution of orientations of the PO\(_{4}^{3-}\) and SO\(_{4}^{2-}\) groups, it was not possible to extract individual S–O/P–O bond length data.

In addition to the high oxide ion/proton conductivities observed for these oxyanion doped Ba\(_2\)In\(_2\)O\(_5\), a further beneficial effect was the observation of improved stability at fuel cell operating temperatures towards CO\(_2\), an important requirement for a SOFC electrolyte material. Moreover, through co-doping with Zr or La, the CO\(_2\) stability could be increased further.\textsuperscript{70}

Subsequent work examined the potential to incorporate silicate.\textsuperscript{71} While silicate as a tetrahedral oxyanion dopant had not previously been reported in either superconducting or fuel cell materials, silicon in perovskites is a very important area in earth/planetary science. This is related to the fact that the earth’s mantle is believed to be composed mainly of (Mg/Ca) SiO\(_3\) perovskites. Consequently there has been considerable interest in the synthesis and characterization of Si containing perovskites, although all studies have focused on high pressure synthesis which is required for the synthesis of perovskites containing octahedral Si. In contrast work on the possible incorporation of tetrahedral Si has been lacking. To rectify this, our group has examined the incorporation of tetrahedral Si into Ba\(_2\)In\(_2\)O\(_5\).\textsuperscript{71} The results showed, that as for sulphate and phosphate doping, silicate was successful in stabilizing the cubic phase of Ba\(_2\)In\(_2\)O\(_5\). A sample of composition Ba\(_2\)In\(_{1.8}\)Si\(_{0.2}\)O\(_{5.1}\) was shown to be cubic from XRD, with high conductivity, further enhanced in a wet atmosphere due to proton conductivity (\(\sigma = 2.4 \times 10^{-3} \, \text{S cm}^{-1}\) at 400 °C in wet N\(_2\)), and good CO\(_2\) stability. Through co-doping with Zr, the CO\(_2\) stability could be further improved; a sample with composition Ba\(_2\)In\(_{1.6}\)Si\(_{0.3}\)Zr\(_{0.1}\)O\(_{5.2}\) showed excellent CO\(_2\) stability along with good conductivity (\(2.7 \times 10^{-3} \, \text{S cm}^{-1}\) at 500 °C in wet N\(_2\)).\textsuperscript{70} 29 Si NMR and Raman spectroscopy confirmed that the Si was present as tetrahedral groups. Apart from the fact that this work showed that Si could be accommodated into perovskite systems without the use of high pressure synthesis routes, the work is also interesting as Si is traditionally classed as a poison for SOFC materials, whereas in this case the incorporation led to an improvement in performance. This difference can be attributed to the fact that Si is incorporated into the structure in this case, whereas prior studies of the effect of Si on fuel cell materials have typically examined its addition as a secondary phase.

This work has been extended to the related “Ba\(_2\)Sc\(_2\)O\(_5\)” system, which has been previously reported to adopt an oxygen deficient perovskite structure, and be thermally unstable above 1000 °C.\textsuperscript{72} It was shown that phosphate, sulphate, and silicate could all be doped in place of Sc to give cubic perovskites, Ba\(_2\)Sc\(_{2-x}\)M\(_{x}\)O\(_{5+y}\) (M = Si, P, S), with dopant levels of 20–30% (\(x = 0.4–0.6\)) required.\textsuperscript{73} These doped systems showed good thermal stability, allowing for high temperature sintering, and high oxide ion conductivities were observed, with a further enhancement in wet atmospheres due to a protonic contribution (for example, a bulk conductivity of 5.9 \(\times 10^{-3} \, \text{S cm}^{-1}\) at 500 °C in wet N\(_2\) was observed for Ba\(_2\)Sc\(_{1.6}\)P\(_{0.4}\)O\(_{5.4}\)). Moreover, Raman spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction studies
suggested that the parent “Ba$_3$Sc$_2$O$_5$” was an oxide carbonate, Ba$_3$Sc$_{2-x}$C$_x$O$_{5+x/2}$, which helps to explain its poor thermal stability, and further highlights the need to consider the possibility of carbonate incorporation in perovskite systems.

Ga doping was also demonstrated in this material to give systems of general formula, Ba$_2$Sc$_{2-x-y}$Ga$_x$M$_6$O$_{27/2}$ (M = P, S).$^{73}$ While Ga doping was shown to improve the CO$_2$ stability, it had the detrimental effect of decreasing the conductivity. This was attributed to trapping of the oxide ion vacancy/proton defects on Ga$^{3+}$ incorporation, most likely due to a coordination preference of tetrahedral for the Ga. Further studies, e.g. $^{71}$Ga NMR, are required to confirm this.

**Oxyanion doping in SOFC electrode materials**

Following the successful incorporation of oxyanions into Ba$_2$M$_2$O$_5$ (M = In, Sc), the possible incorporation into electrode materials has been examined. Initially silicate, phosphate and sulphate incorporation into SrCo$_{1-x}$O$_{13}$ were examined. The undoped material actually forms a hexagonal perovskite, Sr$_x$Co$_{1-x}$O$_{13}$ plus Co$_x$O$_{2}$ impurities, which is related to the high value (t > 1) for the tolerance factor for “SrCoO$_3$”. As a result of the presence of face sharing of octahedra in this hexagonal perovskite system, the conductivity is low. Prior literature work had shown that the introduction of higher valent cations (e.g. Sb$^{5+}$, Nb$^{5+}$, Mo$^{6+}$) stabilised the “cubic” perovskite through partial reduction of the Co oxidation state leading to an increase in the average B cation size, thus reducing the tolerance factor.$^{67}$ Similar to these studies, we have demonstrated that on silicate, sulphate, and phosphate doping, X-ray diffraction studies indicated that a “cubic” perovskite, SrCo$_{1-x}$O$_{13}$ (P, S, Si)$_{x}$O$_{13}$ ($0.03 \leq x \leq 0.07$), was formed, leading to large increases in conductivity (due to the presence of more favourable corner-sharing of CoO$_6$ octahedra) (Fig. 6).$^{74}$ Subsequent neutron diffraction studies indicated some degree of oxygen vacancy ordering leading to an expanded tetragonal cell in line with the similar work on Nb, Sb doping.$^{75}$ While the initial results showed a substantial improvement in performance, annealing studies at intermediate temperatures (600–800 °C) showed a gradual transformation back to the hexagonal cell of the undoped phase, and a corresponding decrease in conductivity, although co-doping with Fe, to give compounds of general formula SrCo$_{1.9}$Fe$_{0.1}$S$_{x}$P$_{y}$O$_{2-x-y}$ led to improvements in the stability against this transformation.

Similar studies have been performed for the related hexagonal Mn based perovskite system, SrMnO$_3$. In this case, only silicate doping has been proven so far to stabilize the highly conducting cubic perovskite.$^{74,76}$ Relatively high levels of Si (15%) were required to achieve this stabilisation, although this level could be lowered by partial substitution of Sr by Ca. $^{25}$Si NMR studies provided direct confirmation for the incorporation of Si into the perovskite structure, and these Si doped Sr$_{1-x}$Ca$_x$MnO$_{3-x/2}$ were shown to thermally stable against transformation back to the hexagonal perovskite.

In both the Co and Mn systems, the stabilisation of the perovskite with corner sharing of polyhedra can be explained by the effect of the partial reduction in the transition metal oxidation state (increasing the B cation size) outweighing the effect of the small size of the central atom of the oxyanion. In the case of phosphate, sulphate doping, this reduction can be readily accounted for by the fact that we are effectively replacing Mn$^{3+}$/Co$^{4+}$ by higher valent P$^{5+}$/S$^{6+}$ requiring some reduction for charge balance. However in the case of silicate doping, this electron doping is at first glance unexpected, since we are effectively performing an isovalent substitution, i.e. replacing Mn$^{3+}$/Co$^{4+}$ by Si$^{4+}$. However, as outlined above for Si doping in Ba$_2$In$_2$O$_5$, Si will enter the structure as SiO$_4^{2-}$, and thus such a doping strategy leads to the partial replacement of octahedral Co/Mn with tetrahedral Si. The incorporation of tetrahedral Si therefore necessitates the presence of oxide ion vacancies, which will then require partial reduction of Co/Mn, as can be shown from the defect equation (Kröger–Vink notation) for Si doping in SrMnO$_3$ (eqn (3)).

$$\text{SiO}_2 + 3\text{Mn}_{\text{Mn}}^\text{x} + \text{O}_2^\text{x} \rightarrow \text{SiO}_2^\text{x} + 2\text{Mn}_{\text{Mn}}^\text{x} + \text{V}_{\text{O}}^\text{x} + 1/2\text{O}_2 + \text{Mn}_2$$

Thus Si incorporation in this Mn containing perovskite is an interesting case of isovalent substitution leading to electron doping.

Similarly oxide ion vacancies will also be incorporated on phosphate/sulphate doping into the Co system, leading to the following defect equations (eqn (4) and (5)), and hence predicting greater reduction than expected simply from the central cation charge of the oxyanion.

$$\text{NH}_3\text{H}_2\text{PO}_4 + 4\text{Co}_{\text{Co}}^\text{x} + \text{O}_2^\text{x} \rightarrow \text{P}_{\text{Co}}^\text{‘} + 3\text{Co}_{\text{Co}}^\text{‘} + \text{V}_{\text{O}}^\text{‘} + 3/4\text{O}_2 + \text{NH}_3 + 3/2\text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{CoO}_2$$

$$\text{(NH}_4)_2\text{SO}_4 + 5\text{Co}_{\text{Co}}^\text{x} + \text{O}_2^\text{x} \rightarrow \text{S}_{\text{Co}}^\text{‘} + 4\text{Co}_{\text{Co}}^\text{‘} + \text{V}_{\text{O}}^\text{‘} + \text{O}_2 + 2\text{NH}_3 + \text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{CoO}_2$$

The introduction of oxyanions, in general, therefore can be used as a strategy for modifying the oxidation states of tran-
transition metal ions via this effective oxygen vacancy creation. In this respect it is appropriate to note that systems where oxyanion doping have been successful are either ones with high oxide ion vacancies (e.g. the brownmillerite type systems, layered cuprate systems) or with high transition metal oxidation states. Thus the favourability for the incorporation of the oxyanion may be related to the lower coordination preference for the central cation of the oxyanion group, which leads to effective local stabilization of oxide ion vacancies, thus stabilizing their presence for the resulting perovskite as well as potentially leading to more favourable transition metal oxidation states. The lowering of the transition metal oxidation state through oxyanion doping was further demonstrated by studies of oxyanion doping into CaMnO₃, for which there is no state through oxyanion doping was further demonstrated by studies of oxyanion doping into CaMnO₃, for which there is no change in cell symmetry on doping.⁷⁶,⁷⁷ A large enhancement in the conductivity was still observed on oxyanion incorporation due to the electron doping predicted by the above defect equations (Fig. 7). In this case, borate doping was also shown to be successful, and despite the nominally lower charge of B³⁺ compared to Mn⁴⁺ an increase in conductivity was also observed. This too can be attributed to electron doping through the incorporation of oxide ion vacancies, in this case outweighing the effect of the smaller charge. The B may potentially be incorporated as either BO₃⁻ or BO₄⁻, and further work is required to determine the exact coordination in the structure.

Further studies have shown that phosphate, borate can be accommodated into other perovskite-related SOFC electrode materials, including La₁₋ₓSrₓMnO₃₋ₓ, (Ba/Sr)Co₀.₉Fe₀.₂O₃₋ₓ, La₀.₆Sr₀.₄Fe₀.₈Co₀.₂O₃₋ₓ, and with beneficial results observed.⁷⁷–⁷⁹ In the case of (Ba/Sr)Co₀.₉Fe₀.₂O₃₋ₓ, phosphate doping was shown to improve the thermal stability. Thus whereas the undoped systems show a gradual transition from a cubic to a hexagonal perovskite on extended heating at intermediate temperatures, heating a 5% phosphate doped samples for 6 days at 750 °C showed no change in the X-ray diffraction pattern or conductivity.⁷⁸ The effect of long term annealing on the conductivity was also examined, and after annealing the conductivity was observed to decrease for the parent compounds, due to the partial transformation to the hexagonal phase. In contrast, for the P-doped compositions the conductivity remains practically unaltered. Thus, this oxyanion doping strategy allows the stabilization of the cubic form of barium strontium cobalt-ferrites maintaining unaltered the electronic properties of these materials, and thus enhancing their use for long term SOFC applications.

Successful Si doping has also been reported into SrFeO₁₋ₓ, with this work showing that up to 15% Si incorporation can be achieved leading to the cubic perovskites SrFe₁₋ₓSiₓO₃₋ₓ (x ≤ 0.15).⁷⁶,⁸⁰ An interesting feature of this system was that whereas undoped SrFeO₁₋ₓ was observed to convert to brownmillerite type Sr₂Fe₂O₅ on heat treatment under reducing conditions, the Si doped samples preserved their cubic symmetry under such conditions (Fig. 8). Thus, as for BaₓInₓO₃, Si doping was shown to induce oxygen vacancy disorder.

We have recently been investigating the electrode performance of these oxyanion doped systems, and preliminary results in this area have shown improvements in the area specific resistance (ASR) on SOFC electrolytes for the doped samples.⁷⁷,⁸⁰ For instance, for CaMn₁₋ₓMₓO₃₋ₓ (M = B and P) and SrFe₁₋ₓSiₓO₃₋ₓ the dependence of the ASR with temperature showed a significant improvement with respect to the undoped compounds (CaMnO₃ and SrFeO₃). These results therefore show the beneficial effects of oxyanion doping on the performance as SOFC cathodes. Moreover, given the lack of rare earths in the oxyanion (Sr/Ca)(Mn/Fe/Co)O₃−δ systems, these represent lower cost alternatives to conventional SOFC cathodes. Further optimisation of these systems is underway.

Future outlook

The research reviewed in the previous sections highlights the potential of perovskite systems to accommodate oxyanions (carbonate, nitrate, borate, silicate, phosphate, sulphate) leading to the design of new materials, as well as the modification to the properties of existing materials. The incorporation of carbonate, in particular, raises some key questions regarding the composition of materials prepared by low temperature sol gel routes. Such routes are commonly employed to lower the synthesis temperature required, and prepare materials with high surface areas for catalytic applications. Thus, for example, in the SOFC field, research into cathode materials has been dominated by perovskite transition metal...
containing systems, Ln1–xAxM3–yO3–z (Ln = rare earth, A = alkaline earth, M = transition metal(s)). This research has shown that in addition to the bulk characteristics of the material, the microstructure is vitally important in ensuring optimum performance, and has consequently led to considerable research into the design of nano-scale electrode structures, utilising low temperature (e.g. sol-gel) synthesis techniques and carbon-based pore-formers. However, a feature that has not been considered is the fact that these strategies are likely to introduce residual carbonate into the electrode. The work detailed above illustrates that oxyanions, including carbonate, can readily be accommodated in perovskite systems. There is therefore a clear need to investigate the carbonate content of low temperature (<1000 °C) synthesised materials, and examine how this affects the performance. This is highlighted by the observation that a number of previously reported “perovskite oxides” have subsequently been shown to contain carbonate.

While carbonate incorporation is typically limited to lower temperature (<1000 °C) synthesis, controlled oxyanion doping strategies, involving more thermal stable species (borate, sulphate, phosphate, silicate) offer the potential to provide a new dimension for the design of new materials with improved properties.

A further feature that may play a significant role in the high temperature properties of these oxyanion doped perovskites is the potential rotational freedom of the oxyanion, which may aid oxide ion transport, and this aspect warrants further study through modelling investigations.

The increasing number of oxyanion doped perovskites synthesised, and the interesting effects on the physical properties outlined above also suggest other potential avenues for the exploitation of this doping strategy, for example thermoelectric materials, colossal magnetoresistance, catalytic properties. In addition, while this review has focused on perovskite-related materials, the extension to other structure-types is warranted. In this respect, recent work in our group has indicated carbonate incorporation in Ba2M1–xOy (M = 1st row transition metal) materials with the β-K2SO4 structure.
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